This Addendum amends Drawings and/or Specifications and/or Addenda for the above titled project, as indicated below, and is hereby incorporated into the Contract Documents as part thereof.

Attachments:


FP0200, FP0201, FP0202, FP0300


Only issued in narrative: M0203B

SPECIFICATIONS:
012300, 083313, 083323, 080671, 096519, 110610, 126100, 142123, 210500, 220500, 230500, 260500, 265563, 271313, 271323, 281301, 329200
Only issued in narrative: 000110, Division 00, 072100, 073213, 075323, 083336, 096400, 096290, 144200

DRAWINGS

GENERAL DRAWINGS

1. **G0100**  CODE COMPLIANCE LOWER LEVEL FLOOR PLAN PHASE B

   Drawing G0100 has been revised per this Addendum.
   A. Revisions to door numbers in ‘exit capacity summary’

2. **G0101**  CODE COMPLIANCE GROUND LEVEL FLOOR PLAN PHASE B

   Drawing G0101 has been revised per this Addendum.
   A. Revisions to door numbers in ‘exit capacity summary’

3. **G0102**  CODE COMPLIANCE SECOND LEVEL FLOOR PLAN PHASE B

   Drawing G0102 has been revised per this Addendum.
   A. Revisions to door numbers in ‘exit capacity summary’

4. **G0103**  CODE COMPLIANCE GROUND LEVEL FLOOR PLAN PHASE C

   Drawing G0103 has been revised per this Addendum.
   A. Revisions to door numbers in ‘exit capacity summary’

5. **G0304**  PHASING DIAGRAM – GROUND LEVEL PHASE B

   Drawing G0304 has been revised per this Addendum.
   A. Revisions to room numbers in annotations

6. **G0305**  PHASING DIAGRAM – SECOND LEVEL PHASE B

   Drawing G0305 has been revised per this Addendum.
   A. Revisions to room numbers in annotations
1. **C0002 EXISTING UTILITIES PLAN**
   Drawing C0002 has been revised and issued as an attachment to this Addendum.
   A. Additional underground utility information is shown in the northeast and northwest areas of the site.

2. **C0003 DEMOLITION PLAN**
   Drawing C0003 has been revised and issued as an attachment to this Addendum.
   A. Limits of paver and curb removal have been revised.
   B. Additional site lighting is scheduled for removal
   C. Additional landscaping is scheduled for removal.

3. **C0004 DEMOLITION PLAN UTILITIES**
   Drawing C0004 has been revised and issued as an attachment to this Addendum.
   A. Additional storm piping and structures are scheduled for removal.
   B. Additional underground electrical wiring is scheduled for removal.
   C. Water demolition note has been revised in response to RFI.
   D. One mislabeled manhole has been changed from "STORM MH" to "STEAM MH" in response to RFI.
   E. Fire hydrant note has been revised.
   F. Trench restoration notes have been added.
   G. Note added to I.T. MH-30.

4. **C0005 SITE PLAN**
   Drawing C0005 has been revised and issued as an attachment to this Addendum.
   A. Future lamp base locations have been added.
   B. Construction fence and gate layout has been revised.
   C. Additional dimensions are now shown.
   D. Temporary crushed stone access drive has been revised.
   E. Temporary HMA access walkway to Morehead has been revised.
   F. Stair and sidewalk notes have been added.
   G. Utility structures and remaining landscaping are now visible.

5. **C0006 GRADING PLAN**
   Drawing C0006 has been revised and issued as an attachment to this Addendum.
   A. West side of Morehead grading has been revised.
   B. Insert of Morehead western side has been added with additional spot grades.
   C. Loading dock elevation has been revised.

6. **C0007 DRAINAGE & UTILITY PLAN**
   Drawing C0007 has been revised and issued as an attachment to this Addendum.
   A. Conduit layout from I.T. MH-30 to I.T. MH-33 has been revised.
   B. Light pole bases and associated conduit have been added.
   C. Trench restoration requirements have been revised.
   D. Additional storm water piping and structures have been added.
   E. Roof drains that daylight to the east of the site have been labeled as 6" storm piping in response to RFI.
   F. Clarification has been given to "DS" (Down Spout)
G. General Utility Note #23 added.
H. Redundant water supply to north addition has been removed.

7. **C0008**  
   **I.T. UTILITY PLAN**

   Drawing C0008 has been revised and issued as an attachment to this Addendum.
   A. Conduit layout from I.T. MH-30 to I.T. MH-33 has been revised.
   B. Light pole bases and associated conduit have been added.
   C. Trench restoration requirements have been revised.

8. **C0010**  
   **SOIL EROSION & SEDIMENT CONTROL PLAN**

   Drawing C0010 has been revised and issued as an attachment to this Addendum.
   A. Limit of disturbance has been revised.
   B. Inlet protection locations have been corrected/added.
   C. Silt fence has been added to the north end of proposed construction.

9. **C0012**  
   **CONSTRUCTION DETAILS**

   Drawing C0012 has been revised and issued as an attachment to this Addendum.
   A. Concrete stair details have been added.
   B. Aluminum railing details have been added.

10. **C0013**  
    **CONSTRUCTION DETAILS**

   Drawing C0013 has been revised and issued as an attachment to this Addendum.
   A. Yard drain detail has been added.
   B. Downspout detail has been added.

11. **C0014**  
    **YOGI BERRA QUARRY SPOILS AREA**

   Drawing C0014 has been revised and issued as an attachment to this Addendum.
   A. Location map has been revised.
   B. “For Reference Only” note has been added to drawing.

**STRUCTURAL DRAWINGS**

1. **S0001**  
   **GENERAL STRUCTURAL NOTES**

   Drawing S0001 has been revised and issued as an attachment to this Addendum.
   A.  ADDED “except for foundations adjacent and near the existing buildings.” to the end of the third sentence in Note #4 under FOUNDATION DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION CRITERIA note that begins “Alternatively, foundations can also be…”
   B.  ADDED the sentence “Foundations adjacent to and near the existing buildings shall be lowered to the existing foundation levels.” to the end of Note #6 under FOUNDATION DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION CRITERIA.
   C.  Corrected typographical items in Note #8 under FOUNDATION DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION CRITERIA; “strat” in the first sentence should be “STRATA”; “2 feel” in the second sentence should be “FEET”; and the word “that” should be “THAN” after the word “deeper” in parenthesis.

2. **S0100.A**  
   **AREA A - PARTIAL LOWER LEVEL FOUNDATION PLAN**

   Drawing S0100.A has been revised and issued as an attachment to this Addendum.
   A.  CLARIFIED the type of drainage protection board that is generically noted in sections
1/S0100.A and 2/S0100.A to be "Miradrain 6000" per the recommendations of the geotechnical engineer of record.

B. ADDED section cuts 4/S0302 and 5/S0302 along Column Line A15 and the existing building.

C. ADDED plan of interior miscellaneous metals/steel stair construction and the required opening in the foundation wall along Column Line A15.

D. ADDED note indicating required opening in the new foundation wall along Column Line A15 for the new HVAC duct work passing through the doorway of the existing building.

E. ADDED HSS8x8x3/8 vertical girts each side of the curtain wall window located between Column Line A14 and A15 along Column Line AT.

F. ADDED foundation drain (FD) at the perimeter of the below grade walls at the Lower Level.

G. ADDED pier and P1 designation at the intersection of Column Lines AP and A14 as required due to the low footing elevation adjacent to the elevator pit.

H. CHANGED the column at the intersection of Column Lines AP and A14 to a w-shape in lieu of the previously shown round HSS.

I. ADJUSTED the location of the column and footing location to AP.1 and A15 in lieu of the previously shown AP and A15.

J. CORRECTED the dimensions between Column Lines AQ and AP and AP.1 to be 5' 1/2 and 3' 2 3/4" respectively.

K. ADJUSTED the column at the intersection of Column Lines AP and A6 to indicate a required 5" offset.

3. S0101 OVERALL GROUND LEVEL - Framing / Foundation Plan

Drawing S0101 has been revised and issued as an attachment to this Addendum.

A. ADDED "footings" after the word "shallower" in the sixth sentence of Note #2.

B. ADDED "except for foundations adjacent and near the existing buildings." to the end of the same sixth sentence of Note #2 after "no piers".

C. GENERAL COMMENT – For clarity and brevity of this narrative see the notes/information provided under drawings S0101.A and S0101.B for clouded changes to the plans at the Overall Ground Level.

D. ADDED footing marks F30, F80/130 and F100/120 to the footing schedule as required.

4. S0101.A AREA A - GROUND LEVEL FRAMING AND FOUNDATION PLAN

Drawing S0101.A has been revised and issued as an attachment to this Addendum.

A. REMOVED the previously indicated knee wall construction at the 'stage' of the Presentation Hall and lowered the elevation of the slab to match the architectural drawings.

B. ADDED the required footings/foundations at the location of the main stair construction between the Ground Floor Level and the Second Floor Level between Column Lines A13 and A16 and page north of Column Line AJ.

C. ADDED notes indicating the required vertical HSS8x8x3/8 girts each side of the curtain wall window along Column Line AC/AD.

D. ADDED the required curb between the walk-off mats at the entry vestibule.

E. ADDED the required vertical HSS posts within the Presentation Hall for the support of the interior panelized wall construction indicated on the architectural drawings.

F. PROVIDED footing and pier sizes to the footings adjacent to the existing Morehead Hall.

G. ADDED section cuts 2/S0303 & 3/S0303 along Column Line AM and the existing Dumont/Life Hall.

H. ADDED section cuts 4/S0303, 5/S0303 and 6/S0303 along Column Line A22/A23 and the existing Dumont/Life Hall.

I. ADJUSTED the location of the column and footing location to AP.1 and A15 in lieu of the previously shown AP and A15.

J. ADJUSTED the location of the column and footing location to AP.1 and A15 in lieu of the previously shown AP and A15.

K. ADDED two (2) W12x26 beams at the column above (C.A.) locations along Column Line
AP.1; six (6) beams total added.

L. ADJUSTED framing sizes to W14x22 beams in lieu of W12x19 beams page north of Column Line AP at the supported floor.

M. CORRECTED the/S dimensions between Column Lines AQ and AP and AP and AP.1 to be 5'-11 1/2" and 3'-2 3/4" respectively.

5. S0101.B AREA B - GROUND LEVEL FOUNDATION PLAN

Drawing S0101.B has been revised and issued as an attachment to this Addendum.

A. PROVIDED footing and pier marks for the two (2) footings adjacent to Dumont/Life Hall.

B. PROVIDED hatched area and notes indicating area of possible trenching within the existing building.

C. ADDED notes indicating the required vertical HSS8x8x3/8 girts each side of the curtain wall window along Column Line BB, BD and B13.

D. ADJUSTED the elevation of the slab depression required in the Acting Studio and Dance Studio to (- 4-1/2") in lieu of (- 6").

E. ADDED the required (- 3") slab depression for the walk off mat in the vestibule area.

F. ADDED section cuts 1/S0504, 2/S0504 and 3/S0504 along Column Lines BD, BB and B13 respectively.

G. ADJUSTED the footings, piers and wall layout at the perimeter of the Dance Studio to match the architectural layout.

6. S0102 OVERALL SECOND LEVEL / LOW ROOF - FRAMING PLAN

Drawing S0102 has been revised per this Addendum.

A. GENERAL COMMENT – For clarity and brevity of this narrative see the notes/information provided under drawings S0102.A and S0102.B for clouded changes to the plans at the Overall Ground Level.

7. S0102.A AREA A - SECOND LEVEL FRAMING PLAN

Drawing S0102.A has been revised and issued as an attachment to this Addendum.

A. ADDED section cuts 1/S0504, 2/S0504 and 3/S0504 along Column Lines BD, BB and B13 respectively.

B. CLARIFIED the callout designation for the vertical HSS girts along Column Lines AC/AD.

C. ADDED the required floor opening for mechanical duct work page north of Column Line AM page east of Column Line A19.

D. ADDED the required vertical HSS posts within the Presentation Hall for the support of the interior panelized wall construction indicated on the architectural drawings; included the call out of the required horizontal HSS framing as well.

E. ADJUSTED the framing of the main stair and intermediate landing between Column Lines A13 and A18 as required to coordinate with the foundations on S0101.A and the architectural drawings.

F. CORRECTED the dimensions between Column Lines AQ and AP and AP and AP.1 to be 5'-11 1/2" and 3'-2 3/4" respectively.

8. S0102.B AREA B - SECOND LEVEL / LOW ROOF FRAMING PLAN

Drawing S0102.B has been revised and issued as an attachment to this Addendum.

A. ADDED section cuts 1/S0504, 2/S0504 and 3/S0504 along Column Lines BD, BB and B13 respectively.

9. S0103 OVERALL MAIN ROOF - FRAMING PLAN

Drawing S0103 has been revised per this Addendum.

A. GENERAL COMMENT – For clarity and brevity of this narrative see the notes/information
provided under drawings S0103.A and S0103.B for clouded changes to the plans at the Overall Ground Level.

10. S0103.A AREA A - MAIN ROOF FRAMING PLAN

Drawing S0103.A has been revised and issued as an attachment to this Addendum.
A. CORRECTED the sizes and locations of the rooftop AHU’s to match those shown and/or indicated on the HVAC/Mechanical drawings.
B. ADDED and/or ADJUSTED framing as required to provide the necessary roof openings for the duct work indicated on the HVAC/Mechanical drawings.
C. ADDED moment connection symbols for the steel framing of the main tower for the W18 beams along Column Lines AA, A16 and A18; a total of 6 moment frame symbols were indicated.
D. CLARIFIED the required hung framing for the catwalk above the Presentation Hall.
E. ADDED underslung W8x35 beams (6 total) to be attached to the bottom flange of the main roof framing above the Presentation Hall for the proper connection of the vertical HSS posts supporting the miscellaneous metals framing for the interior panelized wall construction indicated on the architectural drawings.
F. CORRECTED the dimensions between Column Lines AQ and AP and AP and AP.1 to be 5'-11 1/2" and 3'-2 3/4" respectively

11. S0103.B AREA B - INTERMEDIATE TOWER & STUDIO ROOF FRAMING PLAN

Drawing S0103.B has been revised and issued as an attachment to this Addendum.
A. ADDED section cuts 1/S0504, 2/S0504 and 3/S0504 along Column Lines BD, BB and B13 respectively.


Drawing S0104.A has been revised and issued as an attachment to this Addendum.
A. ADDED framing sizes for the main tower.
B. ADJUSTED the previously indicated W16 beams to moment connected W18x60 beams for the high main tower framing for the low beams along Column Lines AA, AD, A16 and A18 respectively.

13. S0200 COLUMN SCHEDULE

Drawing S0200 has been revised and issued as an attachment to this Addendum.
A. Various changes to column schedule

14. S0300 TYPICAL FOUNDATION SECTIONS & DETAILS

Drawing S0300 has been revised and issued as an attachment to this Addendum.
B. ADDED the TYPICAL DOCK LEVELER SECTION AT 12" FNDN. WALL detail.
C. UPDATED the TYPICAL DETAIL – UTILITY LINE BELOW WALL FOOTING to indicate that the utility line shall be “IN PIPE SLEEVE” in coordination with the plan notes.

15. S0301 TYPICAL MASONRY SECTIONS & DETAILS

Drawing S0301 has been revised and issued as an attachment to this Addendum.
A. ADDED the typical NEW-TO-EXISTING SLAB-ON-GRADE TRANSITION DETAIL.

16. S0302 FOUNDATION SECTIONS & DETAILS

Drawing S0302 has been revised and issued as an attachment to this Addendum.
A. ADDED "(NOT APPLICABLE FOR FOOTINGS ALONG THE EXISTING BUILDINGS)" to the title of the TYPICAL FOOTING/FOUNDATION PLACEMENT (OVER_EXCAVATION) CONSTRUCTION DETAIL.

B. ADDED Note #6 to read as follows; "Requires approval by the structural and geotechnical engineers." Under the GENERAL NOTES for the TYPICAL FOOTING/FOUNDATION PLACEMENT (OVER_EXCAVATION) CONSTRUCTION DETAIL.

C. ADDED sections 4/S0302 and 5/S0302 to the drawing.

17. S0303 FOUNDATION SECTIONS & DETAILS

Drawing S0303 has been revised and issued as an attachment to this Addendum.

12. S0502 STEEL FRAMING SECTIONS & DETAILS

Drawing S0502 has been revised and issued as an attachment to this Addendum.
A. CORRECTED the note regarding the drain-tile to indicate that it shall be tied into the discharge points for the roof drain in lieu of daylighting to grade.
B. CORRECTED section 2/S0502 to correctly correspond to the section as cut on the plans.
C. 

13. S0503 STEEL FRAMING SECTIONS & DETAILS

Drawing S0503 has been revised and issued as an attachment to this Addendum.
A. CORRECTED the note regarding the drain-tile to indicate that it shall be tied into the discharge points for the roof drain in lieu of daylighting to grade.
B. CORRECTED section 2/S0502 to correctly correspond to the section as cut on the plans.

14. S0504 TYPICAL STEEL FRAMING SECTIONS & DETAILS

Drawing S0504 has been revised and issued as an attachment to this Addendum.
A. CORRECTED section 1/S0504 to correctly correspond to the section as cut on the plans.
B. ADDED section cuts 2/S0504 and 3/S0504 to the drawing.

ARCHITECTURAL DRAWINGS

1. A0061 SITE LOGISTICS PLAN – PHASE B

Drawing A0061 has been revised and issued as an attachment to this Addendum.
A. Various revisions on site logistics plan

2. A0062 SITE LOGISTICS PLAN – PHASE C

Drawing A0062 has been revised and issued as an attachment to this Addendum.
A. Various revisions on site logistics plan

3. A0100.A PARTIAL LOWER LEVEL FLOOR PLAN – AREA A

Drawing A0100.A has been revised and issued as an attachment to this Addendum.
A. Various revisions to the structural grid
B. Various revisions on the plan

4. A0100.B PARTIAL LOWER LEVEL FLOOR PLAN – AREA B

Addendum No. 1, Page 8
Drawing A0100.B has been revised and issued as an attachment to this Addendum.
A. Various revisions on the plan

5. A0101.A PARTIAL GROUND LEVEL FLOOR PLAN – AREA A

Drawing A0101.A has been revised and issued as an attachment to this Addendum.
A. Various revisions to the structural grid
B. Various revisions on the plan

6. A0101.B PARTIAL GROUND LEVEL FLOOR PLAN – AREA B

Drawing A0101.B has been revised and issued as an attachment to this Addendum.
A. Various revisions on the plan

7. A0102.A PARTIAL SECOND LEVEL FLOOR PLAN – AREA A

Drawing A0102.A has been revised and issued as an attachment to this Addendum.
A. Various revisions to the structural grid
B. Various revisions on the plan

8. A0103.A PARTIAL ROOF PLAN – AREA A

Drawing A0103.A has been revised and issued as an attachment to this Addendum.
A. Various revisions on the plan


Drawing A0103.B has been revised and issued as an attachment to this Addendum.
A. Various revisions on the plan

10. A0104.B PARTIAL GROUND LEVEL FLOOR PLAN – AREA B PHASE C

Drawing A0104.B has been revised and issued as an attachment to this Addendum.
A. Various revisions on the plan

11. A0105 OVERALL ROOF PLAN – PHASE C

Drawing A0105 has been revised and issued as an attachment to this Addendum.
A. Various revisions on the plan

12. A0110.A PARTIAL LOWER LEVEL FLOOR PLAN – AREA A ROOM DIMENSIONS

Drawing A0110.A has been revised and issued as an attachment to this Addendum.
A. Various revisions to the structural grid
B. Various revisions on the plan


Drawing A0110.B has been revised and issued as an attachment to this Addendum.
A. Various revisions on the plan


Drawing A0111.A has been revised and issued as an attachment to this Addendum.
A. Various revisions to the structural grid
B. Various revisions on the plan

15. **A0111.B**  PARTIAL GROUND LEVEL FLOOR PLAN – AREA B ROOM DIMENSIONS

Drawing A0111.B has been revised and issued as an attachment to this Addendum.
A. Various revisions on the plan

16. **A0112.A**  PARTIAL SECOND LEVEL FLOOR PLAN – AREA A ROOM DIMENSIONS

Drawing A0110.B has been revised and issued as an attachment to this Addendum.
A. Various revisions to the structural grid
B. Various revisions on the plan

17. **A0112.B**  PARTIAL SECOND LEVEL FLOOR PLAN – AREA B ROOM DIMENSIONS

Drawing A0112.B has been revised and issued as an attachment to this Addendum.
A. Various revisions on the plan

18. **A0113.B**  PARTIAL GROUND LEVEL FLOOR PLAN – AREA B ROOM DIMENSIONS

Drawing A0113.B has been revised and issued as an attachment to this Addendum.
A. Various revisions on the plan

19. **A0201**  TOILET ROOM ENLARGED PLANS & ELEVATIONS

Drawing A0201 has been revised per this Addendum.
A. Clarified location of tile on the interior elevation 7/A0201

20. **A0202**  TOILET ROOM ENLARGED PLANS & ELEVATIONS

Drawing A0202 has been revised per this Addendum.
A. Clarified location of a piece of equipment on the enlarged plan 1/A0202

21. **A0203**  LOCKER ROOM ENLARGED PLANS & ELEVATIONS

Drawing A0203 has been revised per this Addendum.
A. Cleaned up the interior elevation 8/A0203

22. **A0204**  PRESENTATION HALL ENLARGED PLAN

Drawing A0204 has been revised per this Addendum.
A. Clarified location of GWB on the plan detail 2/A0204

23. **A0205**  CATWALK ENLARGED PLAN

Drawing A0205 has been revised per this Addendum.
A. Clarified the materials on the enlarged plan and enlarged RCP
B. Clarified the extents of steel hangers on the catwalk section. Refer to structural drawings

24. **A0206**  NEWSROOM ENLARGED PLAN – GROUND LEVEL

Drawing A0206 has been revised per this Addendum.
A. Removal of furniture on the enlarged plan
25. **A0207 NEWSROOM ENLARGED PLAN – SECOND LEVEL**

   Drawing A0207 has been revised per this Addendum.
   A. Clarified TVs on the interior elevations 2/A0207, 3/A0207, 4/A0207. See AV/IT drawings.

26. **A0208 FILM SCREENING ROOM & AFFILIATE WORKROOM ENLARGED PLANS & ELEVATIONS**

   Drawing A0208 has been revised and issued as an attachment to this Addendum.
   A. Various revisions on the interior elevations.

27. **A0212 INTEGRATED MEDIA LAB ENLARGED PLAN & ELEVATIONS**

   Drawing A0212 has been revised per this Addendum.
   A. Various revisions on the interior elevation 5/A0212.

28. **A0311 ENLARGED EXTERIOR ELEVATIONS**

   Drawing A0311 has been revised and issued as an attachment to this Addendum.
   A. Various revisions on the enlarged exterior elevation.

29. **A0314 ENLARGED EXTERIOR ELEVATIONS**

   Drawing A0314 has been revised and issued as an attachment to this Addendum.
   A. Various revisions on the enlarged exterior elevation 2/A0314.

30. **A0317 ENLARGED EXTERIOR ELEVATIONS**

   Drawing A0317 has been revised and issued as an attachment to this Addendum.
   A. Various revisions on the enlarged exterior elevation.

31. **A0331 BUILDING SECTIONS**

   Drawing A0331 has been revised per this Addendum.
   A. Clarified topography at presentation hall on building section 2/A0331.

32. **A0332 BUILDING SECTIONS**

   Drawing A0332 has been revised per this Addendum.
   A. Clarified topography at presentation hall on building section 2/A0332.
   B. Clarified roof at corridor on building section 4/A0332.

33. **A0401 WALL SECTIONS**

   Drawing A0401 has been revised and issued as an attachment to this Addendum.
   A. Various revisions on the wall sections 3/A0401.

34. **A0402 WALL SECTIONS**

   Drawing A0402 has been revised and issued as an attachment to this Addendum.
   A. Various revisions on the wall sections 2/A0402.

35. **A0406 WALL SECTIONS**
Drawing A0406 has been revised and issued as an attachment to this Addendum.
A. Various revisions on the wall sections 2/A0406, 3A/0406

36. A0408  INTERIOR WALL SECTIONS

Drawing A0408 has been revised and issued as an attachment to this Addendum.
A. Various revisions on the wall section 2/A0408

37. A0451  EXTERIOR SECTION DETAILS

Drawing A0451 has been revised and issued as an attachment to this Addendum.
A. New detail 6/A0451

38. A0452  EXTERIOR SECTION DETAILS

Drawing A0452 has been revised per this Addendum.
A. Clarified structure on the exterior section details 3/A0452, 12/A0452. See structural dwgs.

39. A0453  EXTERIOR SECTION DETAILS

Drawing A0453 has been revised per this Addendum.
A. Clarified structure on the exterior section details 3/A0453. See structural dwgs.

40. A0461  ROOF DETAILS

Drawing A0461 has been revised per this Addendum.
A. Clarified insulation on the roof details: Insulation 075323 at the roof details 1/A0461, 3/A0461, 11-14/A0461.
B. Clarified insulation on the roof details: Insulation 073213 at the roof detail 6/A0461.

41. A0503  VERTICAL CIRCULATION

Drawing A0503 has been revised and issued as an attachment to this Addendum.
A. Various revisions on the sections 1/A0503, 4/A0503, 10-11/A0503

42. A0602  INTERIOR ELEVATIONS - NEWSROOM

Drawing A0602 has been revised per this Addendum.
A. Clarified TVs on the interior elevations 2/A0602, 4/A0604. See AV/IT drawings

43. A0603  INTERIOR ELEVATIONS – COMMUNITY ROOM

Drawing A0603 has been revised per this Addendum.
A. Clarified TVs on the interior elevation 2/A0603. See AV/IT drawings

44. A0604  INTERIOR ELEVATIONS – PERFORMANCE STUDIO PHASE C

Drawing A0604 has been revised per this Addendum.
A. Clarified TVs on the interior elevation 4/A0604. See AV/IT drawings

45. A0605  INTERIOR ELEVATIONS – ACTING STUDIO

Drawing A0605 has been revised per this Addendum.
A. Clarified TVs on the interior elevation 4/A0605. See AV/IT drawings
46. A0606  INTERIOR ELEVATIONS – DANCE STUDIO
   Drawing A0606 has been revised per this Addendum.
   A. Clarified TVs on the interior elevations 2/A0606, 4/A0606. See AV/IT drawings

47. A0612  INTERIOR ELEVATIONS – COMPUTER LAB FL02 & ACTIVE LEARNING
   Drawing A0612 has been revised and issued as an attachment to this Addendum.
   A. Various revisions on interior elevations 1/A0612, 2/A0612

48. A0613  INTERIOR ELEVATIONS – CORRIDORS & VESTIBULE
   Drawing A0613 has been revised per this Addendum.
   A. Clarified TVs on the interior elevations 1/A0613, 2/A0613. See AV/IT drawings

49. A0614  INTERIOR ELEVATIONS - CORRIDORS
   Drawing A0614 has been revised per this Addendum.
   A. Various revisions on the interior elevation 1/A0614. See floor plan for revisions.

50. A0615  INTERIOR ELEVATIONS - CORRIDORS
   Drawing A0615 has been revised per this Addendum.
   A. Clarified TVs on the interior elevation 3/A0615. See AV/IT drawings

51. A0616  INTERIOR ELEVATIONS – CORRIDORS & VESTIBULE
   Drawing A0616 has been revised per this Addendum.
   A. Clarified TVs on the interior elevation 2/A0616. See AV/IT drawings

52. A0617  INTERIOR ELEVATIONS – RADIO STUDIO, AUDIO LAB AND TALK ROOM
   Drawing A0617 has been revised and issued as an attachment to this Addendum.
   A. New sheet: New elevations 1-24/A0617

53. A0700.A  REFLECTED CEILING PLAN LOWER LEVEL – AREA A
   Drawing A0700.A has been revised and issued as an attachment to this Addendum.
   A. Various revisions to the structural grid
   B. Various revisions on the RCP

54. A0701.A  REFLECTED CEILING PLAN GROUND LEVEL – AREA A
   Drawing A0701.A has been revised and issued as an attachment to this Addendum.
   A. Various revisions on the RCP

55. A0701.B  REFLECTED CEILING PLAN GROUND LEVEL – AREA B
   Drawing A0701.B has been revised and issued as an attachment to this Addendum.
   A. Various revisions on the RCP

56. A0702.A  REFLECTED CEILING PLAN SECOUDN LEVEL – AREA A
   Drawing A0702.A has been revised and issued as an attachment to this Addendum.
A. Various revisions on the RCP

57. A0702.B REFLECTED CEILING PLAN SECOND LEVEL – AREA B

Drawing A0702.B has been revised and issued as an attachment to this Addendum.
A. Various revisions on the RCP

58. A0812 INTERIOR DETAILS

Drawing A0812 has been revised and issued as an attachment to this Addendum.
A. Clarification of insulation on the interior details 4-9/A0812. See RFI response.

59. A0841 CEILING DETAILS

Drawing A0841 has been revised and issued as an attachment to this Addendum.
A. New detail 20/A0841

60. A1004 DOOR SCHEDULE & DOOR FRAME DETAILS

Drawing A1004 has been revised and issued as an attachment to this Addendum.
A. Various revisions on the door schedule

61. A1200.A FINISH PLAN LOWER LEVEL – AREA A

Drawing A1200.A has been revised per this Addendum.
A. Clarification of finishes per changes to floor plan. See floor plan.
B. Revision to floor finish legend: MF-1 revised and MF-2 added. See specification 096290

62. A1200.B FINISH PLAN LOWER LEVEL – AREA B

Drawing A1200.B has been revised per this Addendum.
A. Clarification of finishes per changes to floor plan. See floor plan.
B. Revision to floor finish legend: MF-1 revised and MF-2 added. See specification 096290

63. A1201.A FINISH PLAN GROUND LEVEL – AREA A

Drawing A1201.A has been revised per to this Addendum.
A. Clarification of finishes per changes to floor plan. See floor plan.
B. Revision to floor finish legend: MF-1 revised and MF-2 added. See specification 096290

64. A1201.B FINISH PLAN GROUND LEVEL – AREA B

Drawing A1201.B has been revised per this Addendum.
A. Clarification of finishes per changes to floor plan. See floor plan.
B. Revision to floor finish legend: MF-1 revised and MF-2 added. See specification 096290

65. A1202.A FINISH PLAN SECOND LEVEL – AREA A

Drawing A1202.A has been revised per this Addendum.
A. Clarification of finishes per changes to floor plan. See floor plan.
B. Revision to floor finish legend: MF-1 revised and MF-2 added. See specification 096290

66. A1202.B FINISH PLAN SECOND LEVEL – AREA B

Drawing A1202.B has been revised per this Addendum.
A. Clarification of finishes per changes to floor plan. See floor plan.
B. Revision to floor finish legend: MF-1 revised and MF-2 added. See specification 096290  

67. A1271 FINISH LEGEND

Drawing A1271 has been revised per this Addendum.
A. Revision to floor finish legend: MF-1 revised and MF-2 added. See specification 096290  

68. A1272 FINISH SCHEDULE

Drawing A1272 has been revised and issued as an attachment to this Addendum.
A. Various revisions on the finish schedule  

69. A1300 OVERALL FF&E PLAN LOWER LEVEL

Drawing A1300 has been revised per this Addendum.
A. Clarification of furniture scope  

70. A1300.A PARTIAL LOWER LEVEL FF&E PLAN – AREA A

Drawing A1300.A has been revised per this Addendum.
A. Clarification of furniture scope: Furniture in 0001 Film Screening Room is in the contract. See specification 126100  
B. Furniture in other rooms is not in contract.  

71. A1301 OVERALL FF&E PLAN GROUND LEVEL

Drawing A1301 has been revised per this Addendum.
A. Clarification of furniture scope  

72. A1301.A PARTIAL GROUND LEVEL FF&E PLAN – AREA A

Drawing A1301.A has been revised per this Addendum.
A. Clarification of furniture scope: Furniture in 1040 Presentation Hall is in contract. See specification 126100  
B. Furniture in other rooms is not in contract.  

73. A1301.B PARTIAL GROUND LEVEL FF&E PLAN – AREA B

Drawing A1301.B has been revised per this Addendum.
A. Clarification of furniture scope: Furniture in 1200 Performance Studio is in the contract. See specification 126100  
B. Clarification of furniture scope: Lockers in 1202 and 1204 Locker Room are in the contract. See specification 105129  
C. Furniture in other rooms is not in contract.  

74. A1302 OVERALL FF&E PLAN SECOND LEVEL

Drawing A1302 has been revised per this Addendum.
A. Clarification of furniture scope  

75. A1302.A PARTIAL SECOND LEVEL FF&E PLAN – AREA A

Drawing A1302.A has been revised per this Addendum.
A. Clarification of furniture scope: Telescoping stands in 2007 Audio Post/Recording
Classroom and 2008 Foley Control Room are in the contract. See specification
B. Furniture in other rooms is not in contract.

FIRE PROTECTION DRAWINGS

1. **FP0200** FIRE PROTECTION OVERALL LOWER LEVEL FLOOR PLAN
   
   Drawing FP0200 has been revised and issued as an attachment to this Addendum.
   A. Relocation of 8” dia main and 4” dia standpipe

2. **FP0201** FIRE PROTECTION OVERALL GROUND LEVEL FLOOR PLAN
   
   Drawing FP0201 has been revised and issued as an attachment to this Addendum.
   A. Relocation of 8” dia and 6” dia fire protection service mains and fire department connections

3. **FP0202** FIRE PROTECTION OVERALL SECOND LEVEL FLOOR PLAN
   
   Drawing FP0202 has been revised and issued as an attachment to this Addendum.
   A. Relocation of 6” dia standpipe and 4” dia standpipe

4. **FP0300** FIRE PROTECTION DETAILS
   
   Drawing FP0300 has been revised and issued as an attachment to this Addendum.
   A. Details for acoustically sensitive spaces were added

PLUMBING DRAWINGS

1. **P0201A** PLUMBING PARTIAL GROUND LEVEL DRAINAGE PIPING FLOOR PLAN - A
   
   Drawing P0201A has been revised and issued as an attachment to this Addendum.
   A. Reroute storm water drainage and condensate drainage piping around 1021A

2. **P0202A** PLUMBING PARTIAL SECOND LEVEL DRAINAGE PIPING FLOOR PLAN - A
   
   Drawing P0202A has been revised and issued as an attachment to this Addendum.
   A. Relocate storm water riser into the new chase in IT Closet 2032 and removal of unnecessary piping

3. **P0203A** PLUMBING PARTIAL DRAINAGE PIPING ROOF PLAN
   
   Drawing P0203A has been revised and issued as an attachment to this Addendum.
   A. Removal of unnecessary piping and VTRs are added

4. **P0300A** PLUMBING PARTIAL LOWEL LEVEL UTILITY PIPING FLOOR PLAN - A
   
   Drawing P0300A has been revised and issued as an attachment to this Addendum.
   A. Relocate piping for new wall hydrant WHY-1. Electronic water flow meter was added to the new water service

5. **P0300B** PLUMBING PARTIAL LOWEL LEVEL UTILITY PIPING FLOOR PLAN - B
   
   Drawing P0300B has been revised and issued as an attachment to this Addendum.
   A. Domestic cold water, domestic hot water supply and domestic hot water risers are relocated
6. **P0301A PLUMBING PARTIAL GROUND LEVEL UTILITY PIPING FLOOR PLAN - A**
   Drawing P0301A has been revised and issued as an attachment to this Addendum.
   A. Reroute water mains into chase by room 1103. Unnecessary piping was deleted and missing piping was added

7. **P0301B PLUMBING PARTIAL GROUND LEVEL UTILITY PIPING FLOOR PLAN - B**
   Drawing P0301B has been revised and issued as an attachment to this Addendum.
   A. Removal of unnecessary piping and reroute utility piping in Corridor 1C14

8. **P0302A PLUMBING PARTIAL SECOND LEVEL UTILITY PIPING FLOOR PLAN - A**
   Drawing P0302A has been revised and issued as an attachment to this Addendum.
   A. Unnecessary piping was removed

9. **P0403 PLUMBING DOMESTIC COLD WATER & HOT WATER RISER DIAGRAM**
   Drawing P0403 has been revised and issued as an attachment to this Addendum.
   A. Electronic water flow meter was added

10. **P0601 PLUMBING DETAIL AND SCHEDULES**
    Drawing P0601 has been revised and issued as an attachment to this Addendum.
    A. Details for acoustically sensitive spaces were added

**MECHANICAL DRAWINGS**

1. **M0200A MECHANICAL PARTIAL LOWER LEVEL FLOOR PLAN-A**
   Drawing M0200A has been revised and issued as an attachment to this Addendum.
   A. Reroute and resize duct mains for AHU-1

2. **M0200B MECHANICAL PARTIAL LOWER LEVEL FLOOR PLAN-B**
   Drawing M0200B has been revised and issued as an attachment to this Addendum.
   A. Relocate supply and return ductwork to/from VAV-73

3. **M0201A MECHANICAL PARTIAL GROUND LEVEL FLOOR PLAN-A**
   Drawing M0201A has been revised and issued as an attachment to this Addendum.
   A. Relocate VAV-29 and revise associated ductwork. Relocate and add supply and return diffusers serving the 1st Floor Corridors and Community Spaces and associated ductwork. Reroute ductwork to Control Room 1040A

4. **M0201B MECHANICAL PARTIAL GROUND LEVEL FLOOR PLAN-B**
   Drawing M0201B has been revised and issued as an attachment to this Addendum.
   A. One (1) sound attenuator is added to the existing exhaust duct. Relocate supply and return duct in Storage Room 1231. Supply diffusers added to Entry 1248 and Office 1252

5. **M0202A MECHANICAL PARTIAL SECOND LEVEL FLOOR PLAN-A**
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Drawing M0202A has been revised and issued as an attachment to this Addendum.
A. Reroute supply ductwork for VAV-30. Reroute ductwork and VAV boxes outside of IT Closet 2032. Reroute ductwork in Corridor 2C07. Reroute supply ductwork for the Presentation Room. Sound attenuators added to supply and return ductwork serving room 2050. Relocate VAV-69 and VAV-71 and modified associated ductwork

6. M0202B MECHANICAL PARTIAL SECOND LEVEL FLOOR PLAN-B

Drawing M0202B has been revised and issued as an attachment to this Addendum.
A. Revise AHU-4 and AHU-5 ductwork. Add 10” dia. supply ducts for Entry 1248. Add duct sizes for AHU-8 roof mounted ductwork. Add refrigerant piping for SSAC-5 condensing unit

7. M0203A MECHANICAL PARTIAL ROOF PLAN-A

Drawing M0203A has been revised and issued as an attachment to this Addendum.
A. Reroute return ductwork for AHU-6

8. M0203B MECHANICAL PARTIAL ROOF PLAN-B

Drawing M0203B has been revised per this Addendum.
A. Removed condensing unit for SSAC-5

9. M0300A MECHANICAL HYDRONIC PIPING PARTIAL LOWER LEVEL FLOOR PLAN-A

Drawing M0300A has been revised and issued as an attachment to this Addendum.
A. Relocate cabinet unit heater in Stair #2. Steam and chilled water flow measuring stations and related note added to the drawings

10. M0300B MECHANICAL HYDRONIC PIPING PARTIAL LOWER LEVEL FLOOR PLAN-B

Drawing M0300B has been revised and issued as an attachment to this Addendum.
A. Relocate chilled water and heating hot water supply and return risers

11. M0301A MECHANICAL HYDRONIC PIPING PARTIAL GROUND LEVEL FLOOR PLAN-A

Drawing M0301A has been revised and issued as an attachment to this Addendum.
A. Relocate HHWS/R piping into the chase outside of Control Room 1040A. Relocate VAV-29 and associated piping

12. M0301B MECHANICAL HYDRONIC PIPING PARTIAL GROUND LEVEL FLOOR PLAN-B

Drawing M0301B has been revised and issued as an attachment to this Addendum.
A. Relocate piping over the Janitor’s Closet and the chilled water and heat hot water risers in Storage Room 1231

13. M0302A MECHANICAL HYDRONIC PIPING PARTIAL SECOND LEVEL FLOOR PLAN-A

Drawing M0302A has been revised and issued as an attachment to this Addendum.
A. Relocate VAV-36, 38, 55, 69 & 71 and modify associated piping

14. M0303A MECHANICAL HYDRONIC PIPING PARTIAL ROOF PLAN-A

Drawing M0303A has been revised and issued as an attachment to this Addendum.
A. Ductless split system condensing units added
15. **M0502 MECHANICAL DETAILS**
   Drawing M0502 has been revised and issued as an attachment to this Addendum.
   A. Flow measuring system control schematic added. VAV box detail modified

16. **M0503 MECHANICAL CHILLED WATER AND HEATING HOT WATER DIAGRAMS**
   Drawing M0503 has been revised and issued as an attachment to this Addendum.
   A. Addition of flow measuring systems to the steam piping and the chilled water piping

17. **M0504 MECHANICAL DETAILS**
   Drawing M0504 has been revised and issued as an attachment to this Addendum.
   A. Details for acoustically sensitive spaces were added

18. **M0602 MECHANICAL SCHEDULES**
   Drawing M0602 has been revised and issued as an attachment to this Addendum.
   A. Ductless Split Schedule was revised

**ELECTRICAL DRAWINGS**

1. **E0200.A ELECTRICAL LIGHTING PLAN LOWER LEVEL-AREA A**
   Drawing E0200.A has been revised and issued as an attachment to this Addendum.
   A. Updated light fixture locations in select rooms, update fixture quantity in other rooms, and updated the exterior light fixtures

2. **E0200.B ELECTRICAL LIGHTING PLAN LOWER LEVEL-AREA B**
   Drawing E0200.B has been revised and issued as an attachment to this Addendum.
   A. Updated light fixture locations in select rooms and updated the exterior light fixtures

3. **E0201.A ELECTRICAL LIGHTING PLAN GROUND LEVEL-AREA A**
   Drawing E0201.A has been revised and issued as an attachment to this Addendum.
   A. Updated light fixture locations in select rooms, update fixture quantity in other rooms, added power for ceiling mounted track lights, and updated the exterior light fixtures

4. **E0201.B ELECTRICAL LIGHTING PLAN GROUND LEVEL-AREA B**
   Drawing E0201.B has been revised and issued as an attachment to this Addendum.
   A. Updated light fixture locations in select rooms, update fixture quantity in other rooms, added power for ceiling mounted track lights, and updated the exterior light fixtures

5. **E0202.A ELECTRICAL LIGHTING PLAN SECOND LEVEL-AREA A**
   Drawing E0202.A has been revised and issued as an attachment to this Addendum.
   A. Updated light fixture locations in select rooms, update fixture quantity in other rooms and added power for ceiling mounted track lights

6. **E0202.B ELECTRICAL LIGHTING PLAN GROUND LEVEL-AREA B PHASE C**
7. **E0203.B  ELECTRICAL LIGHTING PLAN SECOND LEVEL-AREA B**
   Drawing E0203.B has been revised and issued as an attachment to this Addendum.
   A. Updated light fixture locations in select rooms

8. **E0300.A  ELECTRICAL POWER PLAN LOWER LEVEL-AREA A**
   Drawing E0300.A has been revised and issued as an attachment to this Addendum.
   A. Updated receptacle locations in select rooms, added receptacles in select rooms and added equipment power feeds

9. **E0301.A  ELECTRICAL POWER PLAN GROUND LEVEL-AREA A**
   Drawing E0301.A has been revised and issued as an attachment to this Addendum.
   A. Updated receptacle locations in select rooms, added receptacles in select rooms and added equipment power feeds

10. **E0301.B  ELECTRICAL POWER PLAN GROUND LEVEL-AREA B**
    Drawing E0301.B has been revised and issued as an attachment to this Addendum.
    A. Updated receptacle locations in select rooms, added receptacles in select rooms and added equipment power feeds

11. **E0302.A  ELECTRICAL POWER PLAN SECOND LEVEL-AREA A**
    Drawing E0302.A has been revised and issued as an attachment to this Addendum.
    A. Updated receptacle locations in select rooms, added receptacles in select rooms and added equipment power feeds

12. **E0302.B  ELECTRICAL POWER PLAN SECOND LEVEL-AREA B**
    Drawing E0302.B has been revised and issued as an attachment to this Addendum.
    A. Updated location of select equipment power feeds

13. **E0303.A  ELECTRICAL HVAC POWER PLAN LOWER LEVEL-AREA A**
    Drawing E0303.A has been revised and issued as an attachment to this Addendum.
    A. Updated location of select equipment power feeds

14. **E0304.A  ELECTRICAL HVAC POWER PLAN GROUND LEVEL-AREA A**
    Drawing E0304.A has been revised and issued as an attachment to this Addendum.
    A. Updated location of select equipment power feeds

15. **E0305.A  ELECTRICAL HVAC POWER PLAN SECOND LEVEL-AREA A**
    Drawing E0305.A has been revised and issued as an attachment to this Addendum.
    A. Updated location of select equipment power feeds

16. **E0306.B  ELECTRICAL HVAC POWER PLAN ROOF-AREA B**
Drawing E0306.B has been revised and issued as an attachment to this Addendum.
A. Updated location of select equipment power feeds

17. **E0307.B** ELECTRICAL POWER PLAN GROUND LEVEL-AREA B PHASE C

Drawing E0307.B has been revised and issued as an attachment to this Addendum.
A. Updated location of select equipment power feeds

18. **E0401.A** ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS PLAN GROUND LEVEL-AREA A

Drawing E0401.A has been revised and issued as an attachment to this Addendum.
A. Updated fire alarm device locations in select rooms and added fire alarm devices in select rooms

19. **E0401.B** ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS PLAN GROUND LEVEL-AREA B

Drawing E0401.B has been revised and issued as an attachment to this Addendum.
A. Updated fire alarm device locations in select rooms and added fire alarm devices in select rooms

20. **E0501** ELECTRICAL SINGLE LINE DIAGRAM - PROPOSED

Drawing E0501 has been revised and issued as an attachment to this Addendum.
A. Updated portions of the one-line diagram

21. **E0700** ELECTRICAL PANEL SCHEDULES

Drawing E0700 has been revised and issued as an attachment to this Addendum.
A. Updated circuits and loading on panel schedules

22. **E0701** ELECTRICAL PANEL SCHEDULES

Drawing E0701 has been revised and issued as an attachment to this Addendum.
A. Updated circuits and loading on panel schedules

23. **E0702** ELECTRICAL PANEL SCHEDULES

Drawing E0702 has been revised and issued as an attachment to this Addendum.
A. Updated circuits and loading on panel schedules

24. **E0703** ELECTRICAL PANEL SCHEDULES

Drawing E0703 has been revised and issued as an attachment to this Addendum.
A. Updated circuits and loading on panel schedules

25. **E0704** ELECTRICAL PANEL SCHEDULES

Drawing E0704 has been revised and issued as an attachment to this Addendum.
A. Updated circuits and loading on panel schedules

26. **E0705** ELECTRICAL PANEL SCHEDULES

Drawing E0705 has been revised and issued as an attachment to this Addendum.
A. Updated circuits and loading on panel schedules
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27. E0706 ELECTRICAL PANEL SCHEDULES

Drawing E0706 has been revised and issued as an attachment to this Addendum.
A. Updated circuits and loading on panel schedules

28. E0708 ELECTRICAL PANEL SCHEDULES PHASE C

Drawing E0708 has been revised and issued as an attachment to this Addendum.
A. Updated circuits and loading on panel schedules

29. E0709 ELECTRICAL PANEL SCHEDULES PHASE C

Drawing E0709 has been revised and issued as an attachment to this Addendum.
A. Updated circuits and loading on panel schedules

TECHNOLOGY DRAWINGS

1. T0002 TECHNOLOGY INFRASTRUCTURE NOTES

Drawing T0002 has been revised and issued as an attachment to this Addendum.
A. Added Telecommunication Cabling Type "M"

2. T0100.A TECHNOLOGY INFRASTRUCTURE PARTIAL LOWER LEVEL AREA A

Drawing T0100.A has been revised and issued as an attachment to this Addendum.
A. Added two (2) N3 to Corridor 0C01

3. T0101.A TECHNOLOGY INFRASTRUCTURE PARTIAL GROUND LEVEL AREA A

Drawing T0101.A has been revised and issued as an attachment to this Addendum.
A. Receiving 1005 - Changed Qty. (1) N3 to Qty. (1) N2
B. Equipment Cage 1022 – Added Qty. (2) N2
C. Affiliate Workroom 1011 – Changed Qty. (3) N5 to Qty. (3) N2
D. Control Room B N131 – Added Qty. (1) N3
E. Control Room A 1125 – Added Qty. (1) N3
F. Soundlock 1040E – Added Qty. (1) N2
G. Soundlock 1040E – Added elevation callout
H. Broadcast Suite 1117 – Removed (1) FP2(N1,P1)
I. Broadcast Suite 1117 – Removed (4) FB3(N1,P1)
J. Broadcast Suite 1117 – Added (5) N2
K. Added N3 to Corridor 1C03
L. Added N3 to Corridor 1C05

4. T0101.B TECHNOLOGY INFRASTRUCTURE PARTIAL GROUND LEVEL AREA B

Drawing T0101.B has been revised and issued as an attachment to this Addendum.
A. Storage 1231 – Added Qty. (1) N3
B. Sound Lock 1230 – Added Qty. (1) N3
C. Team Room 1225 - Changed layout of infrastructure to match new room layout
D. Voice Over Booth 1151 - Changed layout of infrastructure to match new room layout
E. Added two (2) N3 to Corridor 1C14

5. T0102.A TECHNOLOGY INFRASTRUCTURE PARTIAL SECOND LEVEL AREA A
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Drawing T0102.A has been revised and issued as an attachment to this Addendum.
A. Radio Studio-2 N209 – Removed Qty. (1) N5
B. Radio Studio-1 N210 – Removed Qty. (1) N5
C. Radio Control N214 – Removed Qty. (1) N5
D. WMSC Suite 2031 – Relocated Qty. (2) N2
E. WMSC Suite 2031 – Added Qty. (1) N2
F. Corp Suite N230 – Added Qty. (1) N2
G. Corridor N2C08 – Added Qty. (1) J7
H. Corridor N2C08 – Added Qty. (1) P3
I. Corridor N2C08 – Added Qty. (1) N2
J. Computer Lab N231 - Changed layout of infrastructure to match new furniture layout
K. Integrated Media Lab/AV Edit Lab N228 – Added (5) FP2(N1,P1)
L. Added N3 to Corridor 2C03
M. Added N3 to Corridor 2C05

6. T0607 TECHNOLOGY INFRASTRUCTURE ROOM ELEVATIONS

Drawing T0607 has been revised and issued as an attachment to this Addendum.
A. Various revisions on the elevations
B. Added elevation 7/T0607
C. Added elevation 7/T0607 for Soundlock 1040E
D. 6/T0607 Revised dimensions on elevation

7. T0619 TECHNOLOGY INFRASTRUCTURE ROOM ELEVATIONS

Drawing T0619 has been revised and issued as an attachment to this Addendum.
A. 2/T0619 – Removed N5 and revised dimensions
B. 4/T0619 – Removed N5 and revised dimensions
C. 5/T0619 – Removed N5 and revised dimensions
D. Removed Elevation 11/T0619

8. T0700.A TECHNOLOGY INFRASTRUCTURE PARTIAL LOWER LEVEL AREA A RCP

Drawing T0700.A has been revised and issued as an attachment to this Addendum.
A. Added N20 to large mechanical space

9. T0701.B TECHNOLOGY INFRASTRUCTURE PARTIAL GROUND LEVEL AREA B RCP

Drawing T0701.B has been revised and issued as an attachment to this Addendum.
A. Various revisions on the RCP

10. T0702.A TECHNOLOGY INFRASTRUCTURE PARTIAL SECOND LEVEL AREA A RCP

Drawing T0702.A has been revised and issued as an attachment to this Addendum.
A. Added N20 to 2C07
B. Added N20 to 2035

11. T0901 TELECOM INTERBUILDING & INTRABUILDING BACKBONE RISER (PHASE 2)

Drawing T0901 has been revised and issued as an attachment to this Addendum.
A. Revised Copper backbone requirements
B. Revised Fiber backbone requirements
C. Revise legend

12. T1000.A TELECOMMUNICATIONS PARTIAL LOWER LEVEL PLAN AREA A
Drawing T1000.A has been revised and issued as an attachment to this Addendum.
A. Film Screen Room 0001 – Labeled Qty. (1) N2B
B. Added N20G to large mechanical space
C. Added two (2) N3F to Corridor 0C01

13. **T1001.A TELECOMMUNICATIONS PARTIAL GROUND LEVEL PLAN AREA A**

Drawing T1001.A has been revised and issued as an attachment to this Addendum.
A. Receiving 1005 - Changed Qty. (1) N3F to Qty. (1) N2B
B. Equipment Cage 1022 – Added Qty. (2) N2B
C. Affiliate Workroom 1011 – Changed Qty. (3) N5 to N2B and properly labeled
D. Affiliate Workroom 1011 – Changed Qty. (1) N2G to N2B
E. Affiliate Workroom 1011 – Labeled Qty. (2) N2X
F. Active Classroom 1023 – Changed Qty. (6) N1B to N1E
G. Control Room B N131 – Added Qty. (1) N3F
H. Control Room A 1125 – Added Qty. (1) N3F
I. Sound Lock 1040E Added Qty. (1) N2B
J. Presentation Hall 1040 Added Qty. (2) N2T
K. Broadcast Suite 1117 – Removed (5) N1M
L. Broadcast Suite 1117 – Added (5) N1M
M. Broadcast Suite 1117 – Changed Qty. (4) N2B to N2M
N. Broadcast Suite 1117 – Labeled Qty. (1) N4J
O. Added N3F to Corridor 1C03
P. Added N3F to Corridor 1C05

14. **T1001.B TELECOMMUNICATIONS PARTIAL GROUND LEVEL PLAN AREA B**

Drawing T1001.B has been revised and issued as an attachment to this Addendum.
A. Storage 1231 – Added Qty. (1) N3F
B. Sound Lock 1230 – Added Qty. (1) N3F
C. Team Room 1225 - Changed layout of infrastructure to match new room layout
D. Added two (2) N3F to Corridor 1C14

15. **T1002.A TELECOMMUNICATIONS PARTIAL SECOND LEVEL PLAN AREA A**

Drawing T1002.A has been revised and issued as an attachment to this Addendum.
A. Radio Studio-2 N209 – Removed Qty. (1) N5T
B. Radio Studio-2 N209 – Changed Qty. (1) N5S to Qty. (1) N5H
C. Radio Studio-1 N210 – Removed Qty. (1) N5T
D. Radio Studio-1 N210 - Changed Qty. (1) N5S to Qty. (1) N5H
E. Radio Control N214 – Removed Qty. (1) N5T
F. Radio Control N214 – Changed Qty. (1) N5S to Qty. (1) N5H
G. Talk Room N213 – Changed Qty. (1) N1K to N1A
H. WMSC Suite 2031 – Relocated Qty. (1) N2B
I. WMSC Suite 2031 – Relocated Qty. (1) N2B and changed it to Qty. (1) N2K
J. WMSC Suite 2031 – Added Qty. (1) N2K
K. WMSC Suite 2031 – Changed Qty. (1) N2B to N2K
L. WNYC Office N223 – Changed Qty. (2) N2A to N2B
M. WNYC Office N222 – Changed Qty. (2) N2A to N2B
N. Corp Suite N230 – Added Qty. (1) N2B
O. Corp Suite N230 – Changed Qty. (1) N20B to N20G
P. Computer Lab N231 – Changed Qty. (1) N2E to N2D
Q. Corridor N2C10 – Changed Qty. (2) N20B to N20G
R. Corridor N2C08 – Added Qty. (1) N2H
S. Computer Lab N231 - Changed layout of infrastructure to match new furniture layout
T. Integrated Media Lab/AV Edit Lab N228 – Added (5) FP2(N1,P1)
U. Added N3F to Corridor 2C03
V. Added N3F to Corridor 2C05
W. Added N20G to 2C07
X. Added N20G to 2035

16. T1101 TELECOMMUNICATIONS ENLARGED PLANS
Drawing T1101 has been revised and issued as an attachment to this Addendum.
A. Revised power requirements for IT racks

17. T1102 TELECOMMUNICATIONS ENLARGED PLANS
Drawing T1102 has been revised and issued as an attachment to this Addendum.
A. Revised power requirements for IT racks

18. T1103 TELECOMMUNICATIONS ENLARGED PLANS
Drawing T1103 has been revised and issued as an attachment to this Addendum.
A. Revised power requirements for IT racks

19. T1104 TELECOMMUNICATIONS ENLARGED PLANS
Drawing T1104 has been revised and issued as an attachment to this Addendum.
A. Revised power requirements for IT racks

20. T1105 TELECOMMUNICATIONS ENLARGED PLANS
Drawing T1105 has been revised and issued as an attachment to this Addendum.
A. Revised power requirements for IT racks

SPECIALTY LIGHTING DRAWINGS

1. L0001 SPECIALTY LIGHTING LEGENDS, NOTES, AND SCHEDULES
Drawing L0001 has been revised and issued as an attachment to this Addendum.
A. Added 60W LED Fresnel Spotlight type LA3
B. Added Emergency Battery Pack LED Pendant 1’ x 4’ type LP1e
C. Added Emergency Battery Pack LED Pendant 8” Diameter type LP2e
D. Added LED Recessed Downlight 6” Diameter type LR1
E. Added Emergency Battery Pack LED Recessed Downlight 6” Diameter type LR1e
F. Added LED Linear 5” x 4’ type LS1
G. Added LED Runlight type LS2

2. L0003 SPECIALTY LIGHTING SCHEDULES
Drawing L0003 has been revised and issued as an attachment to this Addendum.
A. Changed fixture quantity on PP-5 CktBkr 42

3. L0101.B SPECIALTY LIGHTING PARTIAL GROUND LEVEL AREA B FLOOR PLAN
Drawing L0101.B has been revised and issued as an attachment to this Addendum.
A. Performance Studio 1200 – Added note for mounting height of CR-2
B. Storage 1200A – Changed footprint of PP-6 and PP-7, moved PP-6, PP-7, LC-6
C. TV Studio B 1130 – Changed footprint of PP-1
D. TV Studio A 1131 – Changed footprint of PP-2
E. TV Studio C 1140 – Changed footprint of PP-3
F. Studio Lab-Film 1141 – Changed footprint of PP-4
G. Lighting Control 1152 – Relocated LC-1, LC-2, LC-3, LC-4 into new Lighting Control room

4. **L0102.A** 
   **SPECIALTY LIGHTING PARTIAL SECOND LEVEL AREA A FLOOR PLAN**
   Drawing L0102.A has been revised and issued as an attachment to this Addendum.
   A. Projector/Equipment Room 2051 – Changed footprint of PP-5

5. **L010C** 
   **SPECIALTY LIGHTING PARTIAL CATWALK LEVEL PRESENTATION HALL FLOOR PLAN**
   Drawing L010C has been created and issued as an attachment to this Addendum.
   A. New sheet

6. **L0601** 
   **SPECIALTY LIGHTING ROOM SECTIONS**
   Drawing L0601 has been created and issued as an attachment to this Addendum.
   A. New sheet

7. **L0701.A** 
   **SPECIALTY LIGHTING PARTIAL GROUND LEVEL AREA A CEILING PLAN**
   Drawing L0701.A has been revised and issued as an attachment to this Addendum.
   A. Pre-Function 1036 – Added Qty. (4) LA3
   B. Control Room 1040A – Moved Qty. (3) LT1

8. **L0701.B** 
   **SPECIALTY LIGHTING PARTIAL GROUND LEVEL AREA B CEILING PLAN**
   Drawing L0701.B has been revised and issued as an attachment to this Addendum.
   A. TV Studio B 1130 – Changed Qty. (9) LP1 to LP1e
   B. TV Studio A 1131 – Changed Qty. (8) LP1 to LP1e
   C. TV Studio C 1140 – Changed Qty. (8) LP1 to LP1e
   D. Studio Lab-Film 1141 – Changed Qty. (6) LP1 to LP1e

9. **L0702.A** 
   **SPECIALTY LIGHTING PARTIAL SECOND LEVEL AREA A CEILING PLAN**
   Drawing L0702.A has been revised and issued as an attachment to this Addendum.
   A. Presentation Hall 1040 – Added Qty. (24) LR1; Added Qty (16) LR1e; Changed pipegrid arrangement over stage to match ceiling panels; Moved FOH pipe to align with catwalk; Added pipe for Motorized Braille Curtain dead-hung rigging.

10. **L0702.B** 
    **SPECIALTY LIGHTING PARTIAL SECOND LEVEL AREA B CEILING PLAN**
    Drawing L0702.B has been revised and issued as an attachment to this Addendum.
    A. Performance Studio 1200 – Changed Qty. (14) LP2 to LP2e; Extended pipegrid to meet plan E wall.
    B. Acting Studio 1210 – Changed Qty. (8) LP2 to LP2e

11. **L0801** 
    **SPECIALTY LIGHTING DETAILS**
    Drawing L0801 has been revised and issued as an attachment to this Addendum.
    A. Added Detail 3
12. **L0903  SPECIALTY LIGHTING CONTROL RISER DIAGRAMS**

Drawing L0903 has been revised and issued as an attachment to this Addendum.
A. Added ETC BLUESYSTEM LV POWER SUPPLY to LC-5; Added power/control line from LC-5 to Runlights

**SPECIFICATIONS**

1. **SECTION 000110 - TABLE OF CONTENTS**
   A. Page 000110-1, DIVISION 00 - PROCUREMENT AND CONTRACTING REQUIREMENTS: Delete “General Conditions of Contract - Montclair State University” in its entirety.
   B. Page 000110-1, DIVISION 01 – GENERAL REQUIREMENTS: Add “012300 Alternates”.
   C. Page 000110-3, DIVISION 08 – OPENINGS: Add “083313 Coiling Counter Doors”.

2. **DIVISION 00 - GENERAL CONDITIONS OF CONTRACT - MONTCLAIR STATE UNIVERSITY**
   A. Delete GENERAL CONDITIONS OF CONTRACT - MONTCLAIR STATE UNIVERSITY in its entirety.

3. **SECTION 012300 - ALTERNATES**
   A. Section 012300 is being issued as an attachment to this Addendum.

4. **SECTION 072100 - THERMAL INSULATION**
   A. Page 072100-7, Article 3.5: Revise to read as follows:
      “3.5 INSTALLATION OF INSULATION FOR SOUND ATTENUATION
      A. Where mineral-wool blankets are indicated for sound attenuation, install blanket insulation over entire area in thicknesses indicated. In ceiling applications, extend insulation 48 inches up either side of partitions.”

5. **SECTION 073213 - CLAY ROOF TILES**
   A. Page 073213-2, Article 1.5: Add the following new Paragraph:
      “E. Thermal Performance: Provide roofing assembly with sufficient insulation to achieve R-value not less than R-32.”

6. **SECTION 075323 - ETHYLENE-PROPYLENE-DIENE-MONOMER (EPDM) ROOFING**
   A. Page 075323-2, Article 1.3.F: Add the following new Subparagraph:
      “1. Provide roofing assembly including sufficient insulation to achieve not less than R-40.”
7. SECTION 083313 - COILING COUNTER DOORS  
   A. Section 083313 is being issued as an attachment to this Addendum.

8. SECTION 083323 - OVERHEAD COILING DOORS  
   A. Section 083323 has been revised and is being reissued as an attachment to this Addendum.

9. SECTION 083336 - SIDE COILING GRILLES  
   A. Delete SECTION 083336 in its entirety.

10. SECTION 080671 - DOOR HARDWARE SCHEDULE  
    A. Section 080671 has been revised and is being reissued as an attachment to this Addendum.

11. SECTION 096400 - WOOD FLOORING  
    A. Page 096400-2, Article 2.1: Paragraph E: Delete paragraph in its entirety.
    B. Page 096400-3, Article 2.2: Paragraph A.2: Revise to read as follows:
       “2. Species: Oak.”

12. SECTION 096290 - DANCE FLOORING  
    A. Page 096290-1, Article 1.1: Paragraph A.2: Revise to read as follows:
       “2. Vinyl dance floor - Marley floor (MF-1 and MF-2).”
    B. Page 096290-3, Article 2.2: Revise to read as follows:
       “2.2 VINYL DANCE FLOOR - MARLEY FLOOR (MF-1 AND MF-2)”
    C. Page 096290-3, Article 2.2.A: Revise to read as follows:
       “A. Basis-of-Design Product: Subject to compliance with requirements, provide Harlequin Cascade Permanent Vinyl Floor by American Harlequin Corporation or acceptable comparable product.”
    D. Page 096290-3, Article 2.2.B: Revise to read as follows:
       “1. Thickness: 2 mm.”
    E. Page 096290-3, Article 3.3.B.1: Revise to read as follows:
       “1. Cover membrane with lower suspension material, permanently installed, leaving 3/8 inch to 1/2 inch expansion void at walls and other adjoining structures. Cover suspension material with top suspension material, butt seams tightly, leaving 3/8 inch to 1/2 inch expansion void at walls and other adjoining structures.”

13. SECTION 096519 - RESILIENT TILE FLOORING  
    A. Section 096519 has been revised and is being reissued as an attachment to this Addendum.

14. SECTION 110610 - STAGE EQUIPMENT  
    A. Section 110610 has been revised and is being reissued as an attachment to this Addendum.
15. SECTION 126100 - FIXED AUDIENCE SEATING  
   A. Section 126100 has been revised and is being reissued as an attachment to this Addendum.

16. SECTION 142123 - ELECTRIC TRACTION PASSENGER ELEVATORS  
   A. Section 142123 has been revised and is being reissued as an attachment to this Addendum.

17. SECTION 144200 - VERTICAL WHEELCHAIR PLATFORM LIFTS  
   A. Delete SECTION 144200 in its entirety.

18. SECTION 210500 - COMMON WORK RESULTS FOR FIRE SUPPRESSION  
   A. Section 210500 has been revised and is being reissued as an attachment to this Addendum.

19. SECTION 220500 - COMMON WORK RESULTS FOR PLUMBING  
   A. Section 220500 has been revised and is being reissued as an attachment to this Addendum.

20. SECTION 230500 - COMMON WORK RESULTS FOR HVAC  
   A. Section 230500 has been revised and is being reissued as an attachment to this Addendum.

21. SECTION 260500 - BASIC MEANS AND METHODS  
   A. Section 260500 has been revised and is being reissued as an attachment to this Addendum.

22. SECTION 265563 - SPECIALTY LIGHTING  
   A. Section 265563 has been revised and is being reissued as an attachment to this Addendum.

23. SECTION 271313 - COMMUNICATIONS COPPER BACKBONE CABLING  
   A. Section 271313 has been revised and is being reissued as an attachment to this Addendum.

24. SECTION 271323 - COMMUNICATIONS OPTICAL BACKBONE CABLING  
   A. Section 271323 has been revised and is being reissued as an attachment to this Addendum.

25. SECTION 281301 – INTEGRATED/WIRELESS ACCESS CONTROL DOOR HARDWARE  
   A. Section 281301 is being issued as an attachment to this Addendum.

26. SECTION 329200 - TURF AND GRASSES  
   A. Section 329200 has been revised and is being reissued as an attachment to this Addendum.

END OF ADDENDUM NO. 1